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Johakyu

TECHNOH LAB.
2022.12.03 Sat@SUIGIAN

8:00 PM ‒ 12:30 AM
Fukutoku Garden B12-5-10 Nihonbashimuromachi, Chuo, Tokyo

Since the Edo period, Nihonbashimuromachi in Tokyo has been the 

starting point of many journeys. Thanks to the comings and goings 

of people, goods, and culture, its has flourished as a historical city at 

the center of Japan.

Enshrined at the heart of this super-urban yet elegant city are the 

ancient Fukutoku Shrine and Yakuso Shrine.
Passing through the shrines' forests and descending underground, 

one finds the peerless Maison Suigian, a world-class place for 

Japanese culture to play to its heart's content.

Together with traditional Japanese culture, we offer creative 

experiences for you to tastefully enjoy, be comforted by, and
at times be inspired and stimulated by as the seasons turn. 

Suigian's tireless inquisitiveness toward culture and art, as

well as its pursuit of true art, have led to a new endeavor,

which begins on December 3rd, 2022.
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Johakyu is a Japanese performing arts term which refers to the 3 phases of a musical piece or stage performance. 
Theconcept originated from old Japanese court music and dance called Gagaku, but it is also used in Noh, renga poetry, 
jorurinarrative, fencing, tea ceremony, and other performing arts. "Jo" is a peaceful introduction; "ha" is a dense development
phase; and "kyu" is a fast-paced final chapter. This principle entered traditional performing arts such as Noh and joruri, and
currently it has transcended the theater and arts to become a way of thinking about the world in general. Suigian offers
astonishment and emotion to its visitors based on this principle of johakyu.

TECHNOH LAB.
Although Suigian has only ever allowed public performances of

traditional performing arts, it is finally undertaking a fully fledged

program which fuses the traditional with new art culture.

In this first installment, we offer a collaboration between two artists who represent 

the old and new of Japan: Manjiro Tatsumi, Noh master of the Hosho school of 

shite-kata and recipient of the Important Intangible Cultural Asset designation; and 

Ken Ishii, Eastern techno god and pioneer of the techno scene in Japan.

Set in Suigian's space and using as its theme "johakyu", a temporal concept in 

ancient Eastern music established on the main points of Zeami's Geinoron, this 

collaboration of Japan's cutting edge music and its ancient Noh performance will 

offer a moment of "heart, technique, and body" which cannot be missed!

And for the third act, Momokawageinagon, a female artist group which

practices Japanese arts at the highest level, will collaborate with DJ Ken

Ishii to bring you 3 rhythms which also express johakyu .

Suigian's culinary theme is playing with culture according to Japan's seasons. 
Among the 24 seasons and 72 micro-seasons, December 3rd is "light snow". Enjoy 

the creative light dishes made using seasonal ingredients and 

drinks which Suigian prides itself on.

Against the backdrop of an old pine tree painted by a Kanou

painter of the Edo period, enjoy this fusion of a traditional

Japanese Noh stage performance with cutting edge techno

music, all while basking in Suigian's excellent hospitality.

Suigian owner Hidetomo Kimura
「序破急 / Johakyu」

Johakyu
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ケンイシイ  KEN ISHII

百川芸納言 MOMOKAWAGEINAGON 木村 英智 HIDETOMO KIMURA
Suigian owner
Maison Culturelle SUIGIAN chairman
Johakyu TECHNOH LAB producer

Shitekata Hoshoryu Noh master. Lives in Meguro, Tokyo. Born in Ikuta 
Ward(now Chuo Ward), Kobe, as the second son of the late Takashi Tatsumi. 
Studiedunder Takashi and had his first stage at 4 years old. Moved to 
Neyagawa, Osaka, together with the Kori Noh Theater. In 1978, he enrolled in 
the Japanese Music Department of the Faculty of Music at Tokyo University of 
the Arts. At the same time, he moved to Tokyo, where he began training as the 
apprentice of the late Fusao Hosho, the 18th head of the family. In 1986 he 
went independent worked as an assistant at Tokyo University of the Arts until 
1991. Gave public performances and workshops to spread Noh throughout 
Japan, primarily focusing his activities along the Tokaido running from Tokyo 
to Osaka. Has performed large pieces such as “Shakkyo Renjishi”, “Midare”,
 “Dojoji”, and “Okina”.
He has taken part in international public performances at the UN plaza and 
Metropolitan Museum in New York, as well as a firelight Noh performance by 
the Egyptian Sphinx. He has also performed in London, Beijing, Shanghai, 
Hangzhou, Bangkok, Mexico City, Buenos Aires, Santiago, and Washington DC. 
He has participated in new activities which seamlessly use traditional 
methods: he performed in and played the leading role in a 2006 East-West 
classic art culture fusion project (produced by the Hagoromo University of 
International Studies, Japanese Cultural Studies Institute), which was a new 
Noh production of “MacBeth”; and a 2008 Gakugeki Festival production of 
Genji Monogatari Sennenki (produced by Kansai Gakugeki Festival Associa-
tion), which was a new Noh production of “Rokujo”. In 2001, he received the 
general designation of Important Intangible Cultural Asset. Received an 
honorable mention award in the 2005 Osaka Bunkasai Awards. Member of the 
Nohgaku Performers’ Association. Member of the Hosho Association. 
Succeeded grandfather Koichiro and father Takashi, who moved their base 
from Kanazawa to Osaka, where they consolidated their school across the 
Kansai region. Chairman of the regular Hosho Noh in Osaka, “Shichihokai”. 
Also chairs “Majirokai”, “Sonkai”, and “Hoshoryu Amanekukai”.

He has worked widely as an artist, DJ, producer, and remixer, and he
spends nearly half of each year DJ-ing overseas in Europe, Asia, North
and South America, and Oceania. He debuted with Belgian label R&S
Records. The music video for British single “Extra” (directed by Koji
Morimoto, animation director for the movie “AKIRA”) won MTV
Europe’s Dance Video of the Year award. He composed the official
international theme song of the Nagano Olympics in 1998, which was
broadcast to more than 70 countries worldwide. In 2000, he was
featured on the cover of American weekly newspaper Newsweek. In
2001, he won Best Soundtrack at the 24th Japan Academy Awards for
producing the soundtrack for the movie “WHITE OUT”. In 2004, he
won Best Techno DJ at the DJ AWARDS held in Ibiza, Spain. He was in
charge of developing the 12.2 surround sound system and producing
the music for the Seto Nippon-kan. In 2017, he performed during the
NINTENDO SWITCH Presentation broadcast, DJ-ing in front of millions
of people around the world. He has also performed at Tomorrowland
in Belgium, the largest music festival in the world.
In 2019, he released “Möbius Strip”, his first original album in 13
years. In 2020, he produced “JOIN THE PAC”, the official theme song
for the 40th anniversary global campaign of the world-famous game
PAC-MAN. Since then, he has continued to put out EPs from labels all
over the world, while also being involved in various projects, such as
soundtracks for VR, video games, and films.

Geinagon are female performers who were so named by the owner of Suigian, 
Hidetomo Kimura, as purveyors of high level art. Primarily composed of Japanese 
dancers, performers of nagauta, nagauta shamisen, taiko drums, small and large 
hand drums, flutes, shakuhachi, and koto from the Japanese Music Department of 
the Faculty of Music at Tokyo University of the Arts, the group travels all over the 
world, energetically spreading the beauty of traditional Japanese performing arts. 
The dancers who colorfully grace the stage are gathered from well known Japanese 
schools such as Hanayagiryu, Fujimaryu, Mizukiryu, and Izumiryu. Each one brings 
out the characteristics of their own school and transforms the stage at Suigian. 
Suigian stands on the former site of the legendary restaurant “Momokawa”, which 
stood from the late Edo period to the early Meiji period, which is why the group is 
called “Momokawageinagon”.

Johakyu

辰巳 満次郎  MANJIRO TATSUMI



■Enjoy Japanese-themed creative foods and cocktails, as well as wine, sake, and
seasonal fruit juices.

■Tea ceremony experience in the "teahouse"

■ Projection mapping onto the "Yogo Pine Tree"

Modeled after a Noh stage, Suigian’s square stage is
6m on a side with a backdrop of a painted pine tree.
The backdrop is connected to Kanze Noh masters of
the Katayama family and the Kyomai dancers of the
Inoue family from Muromachi Ebisugawa in Kyoto,
and the pine tree is said to have been painted by a
Kanou painter of the Edo period. At the time, a
backdrop said to have been in Nijojo Castle, Kyoto,
was dismantled and fortuitously reconstructed.

The backdrop’s pine tree is said to be a projection of
an imagined “yogo no matsu” pine tree from in front of
the stage onto the backdrop. “Yogo” is an object which
represents the manifestation of a divine spirit. 
Thedivine spirits descended upon the backdrop will be
watching over the fusion of cutting-edge music and ancient 
Noh performance as they follow the rhythm ofjohakyu. 
Projection mapping will be used to visually represent the 
emotional expressions of those divine spirits.

［Movie : Futatsudomoe / Koji Ikuta, Kyoko Kakehashi］
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■OPEN/Reception from 8:00 PM
Reception and welcome drinks at
Fukutoku Garden 1F "CHAYA SUIGIAN"

■Part １ 8:45 PM
Noh master Manjiro Tatsumi
& DJ Ken Ishii

■Part 2 10:00 PM
Three-person talk: Suigian owner
Hidetomo Kimura, Manjiro Tatsumi &
Ken Ishii

■Part 3 10:45 PM
DJ Ken Ishii &
Momokawageinagon
12:30 AM Close

Program

*Photographs and videos will be taken by the media at the event venue and guests at the event site may be filmed. Kindly be aware that these 
may be published in advertising materials and on media after the event. We would seek your kind understanding and corporation.

◆Experience a new way of Japanese party food
created by Suigian, that will be served “Kaiseki”
course style including two kinds of appetizes,
sashimi, simmered dishes, main course and
desserts.

◆Please be advised that this will be hors d'oeuvre,
or pass around portion and will be serviced standing
reception style.

2022.12.03 Sat.@SUIGIAN
8:00 PM - 12:30 AM
Fee : ¥25,000
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Restaurant＆Bar SUIGIAN
〒103-0022 Fukutoku Garden B1
2-5-10 Nihonbashimuromachi, Chuo, Tokyo
TEL 03-6262-0826 https://suigian.jp

〒103-0022 Fukutoku Garden 1F
2-5-10 Nihonbashimuromachi, Chuo, Tokyo

Reception  : CHAYA SUIGIAN




